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Abstract 
The paper inquires into methods of mobile communication in educational environments. The main aim is to design an application 
that would allow the user to log on to multiple communication applications and use them in a unified way, so that he can use a 
common interface to communicate with everyone. The concept of the application is based on the results of a questionnaire, which 
has been presented to people working in educational environments and students in Czech Republic. This project is closely related 
to the results of research that was explored in the scope of Czech Science Foundation #402/08/1046. The results of the 
questionnaire point to the fact that mobile communication is used extensively in educational environments in Czech Republic and 
is also an inseparable from education itself. Thus it would be very useful to have an application that would simplify the various 
methods of mobile communication used in the educational environment. The support of Czech Science Foundation #402/09/0662 
is kindly acknowledged. 
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1. Introduction 
With the development of e-learning in educational environments, new methods of electronic communication 
between teachers and students started to emerge (Keegan, 2002). The first step was non-personal communication, 
information, presented on education institution websites, electronic notice boards or closed systems for electronic 
sharing. Then more personal methods started being used, mostly e-mail, but also personal messaging either within 
existing systems or on a level of global networks, for example AIM, ICQ, Skype or Windows Live Messenger. 
Social networks bring the next level of personal communication with the ability to share experience with a closed 
group, send and receive messages with an individual or use chat for instant communication. The most advanced 
systems for virtual communication at the moment are probably virtual world simulators, most notably Second Life 
or IMVU. All these new methods of communication require the user to use multiple applications, learn how to use 
them and check many information channels when checking for new messages. 
This led to the development of applications, which integrate multiple communication methods using either 
networkApplication Programming Interfaces (APIs) or building their own server infrastructure to provide the 
required services (Metcalf & De Marco, 2006).At first, the integration was just partial, allowing the user to use one 
application to log on to multiple services, but still having a separate contact list and messaging for each service. 
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Later the integration progressed to the point of having a single contact list with a unified method of communication 
over several services. Many applications today integrate various methods of communication, for example the ICQ 
client can use Facebook chat service or send SMS to contacts with phone numbers. 
The development of mobile phones, extensive usage of mobile operating systems and widely available mobile 
internet connection brought electronic communication, formerly only available on computers, to mobile phones. The 
concept of service integration and the reasons behind it were already known, so modern mobile operating systems 
provide some integration on system level. That is for example the ability to merge contacts, calendars or e-mails 
from various sources together. However messaging over other networks was never a priority on mobile phones, 
because of the usage of SMS (or MMS). This fact means that most services used to communicate are not integrated 
on mobile devices either and several applications exist for the different communication channels (Quinn, 2011). 
That brings us to the motivation of this paper. We believe that to achieve better and simpler communication when 
using mobile devices, it is necessary to develop an application, that would be simple to use, easily extensible and 
that would integrate most communication services used today. The questionnaire, presented to students and people 
working in educational environments in the Czech Republic, shows that only 40% of the respondents have a mobile 
device without an operating system. 49% of them use a mobile device with a commonly used operating system 
(Windows mobile, Windows Phone 7, Android, Symbian, iOS). The same percentage uses some form of mobile 
internet connection and only 6% don’t use any form of non-personal communication on the mobile device. 53% of 
respondents would also like to have an application, which would integrate more services and allow them to 
communicate in a more efficient way. 
This bring us to the conclusion that an application integrating the various forms of non-personal communication 
on a mobile device is required and also isn’t present at the moment. There are applications which integrate some of 
the communication services, but none of them integrate all the required ones and these applications are not simply 
extensible to add another communication service. That is why we decided to design a new application, which would 
integrate all the commonly used services, provide simple extensibility and give the user additional functionality on 
top of the common communication services. 
The required features are: 
x Simple and clean design, so that the application is easy to use (Fling, 2009) 
x Integration of common communication services (Facebook, Twitter, ICQ, SMS, e-mail etc.) 
x Added functionality (Contact merging, groups, application profiles etc.) 
x Extensibility using plugins or modules for additional services 
x Run on all the major mobile platforms 
Our goal is to design such application that is create a general design diagram and sketch the user interface, 
allowing developers to implement the application on the selected mobile platform. 
2. Application design 
2.1. General idea and design 
The first step to create the application is to draw a diagram that explains what will be needed for the 
implementation of the application for it to work as intended. 
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Figure 1: Application components 
As we can see on Figure 1, the core component of the application is the Service API Façade, which is an 
implementation of the Façade design pattern(Gamma, Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1994). This pattern wraps the 
application interfaces into one simple class, which provides the required functionality and simple access to all APIs. 
The access to the APIs is further separated from the specific implementations by the usage of another design pattern, 
which is the adapter pattern(Gamma, Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1994). The Service Adapter in this case serves as 
a simple access class for the specific API implementations. The Service API Façade calls the unified methods of the 
Service Adapter and the adapter calls the respective methods of the required APIs. The APIs shown in Figure 1 are 
only examples of some of the services, which can be used by the application. 
All the interfaces mentioned in Figure 1 are used to provide easy access to the functionality of the integrated 
services. The Service API Façade implements these interfaces and allows the Integration Application to use every 
available service in a unified way. This façade can also be used to develop alternative clients that no longer need to 
work on the complex service integration, but can simply use the provided methods. The final part of the application 
is the User Interface, which can also be independent of the rest of the application. 
2.2. User interaction 
For the user the application will provide the following functions, some of which are described in more detail 
because of their importance in the overall application design. Not all of the used services provide all the 
implemented functionality (there is no calendar when one uses e-mail etc.). This means that some services will 
provide only limited functionality and the Integration Application needs to inform the user about this. 
2.2.1. Service discovery 
When the user installs the application on his mobile device, he can use the Integration application through the 
User Interface. The Integration application asks the Service API Façade about available services and a list of these 
services is presented to the user as we can see in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Usage of Facade example (created using websequencediagrams.com) 
When the list of services is available, the user needs to fill in authentication information for each of the used 
services. This is a step, which is not very user friendly; however the user only needs to do this once and then all of 
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the authenticated services will be available to him.This is the general way of providing user the information he 
requires and also transferring information from the user to the selected networks. 
2.2.2. Application profiles 
The Integration Application provides two different kinds of profiles for the user. The first kind is the Service 
Profile, which serves as a configuration of which services the user wants to use. That allows him for example to 
send a status message only to Twitter and Facebook or simply use just one of the services. The profiles can be saved 
and switched between while the application is running. The second type is the Users Profile which enables the user 
to select just specific contacts or groups of contacts and put them together. This is very useful for example when a 
teacher wants to send a message just to the members of his class. These two profiles can be combined and saved as a 
Global Profile. This way the teacher can for example post a status on Facebook that will be visible only to the 
members of his class. 
2.2.3. Contacts 
The Integration Application will provide a unified contact list with the possibility to automatically merge 
contacts with same name and manually merge other contacts. The user can choose which contacts (from which 
services) will be synchronized with the application and can also add additional information to the contacts. When 
creating an application profile, the user can either work with the general contact list, or use a contact list specific for 
a selected service. 
2.2.4. Messaging 
The messaging part of the Integration Application provides non-instant messaging capability. That is for example 
to send e-mails, SMS, private messages etc. 
2.2.5. Chat 
The most important part of the Integration Application is the ability to use chat messaging. Single user chat is 
quite simple and if a service provides a chat API, than there is no issue when implementing such functionality. The 
benefit of the Integration Application however is in the possibility of using chatting with multiple users over various 
services. This is done by the Service Adapter which simply translates the request for the required service. This way 
a teacher can communicate with his entire class instantly, even if they do not use the same service. 
2.2.6. Calendar 
The applications secondary functionality is the possibility to integrate calendars of the implemented services and 
also provide the integrated calendar as a single calendar for the mobile operating system. This is very useful when 
the teacher wants to use a calendar to inform the students about exam dates or other events. 
2.2.7. User Interface 
The User Interface is also a very important part of the application; it is used to interact with the user and must be 
clean and simple so that it is easy for the user to start using the application (Fling, 2009). It should also abstract the 
user from the specific services (apart from authentication and profiles) so that it does not invoke the idea that the 
user must know all the various services he is using independently, because the integration part of the application 
would then disappear.The User Interface will comprise of several screens or screen sets, which provide the required 
functionality and feedback to the user. 
2.2.8. Introduction Screen 
The introduction screen only serves as a crossroad for the various functions of the application. It can be 
implemented with simple buttons with explanatory icons and text; a simple example can be seen in Figure 3. 
2.2.9. Authentication Screen Set 
The Authentication Screen Set is a set of screens, which provide authentication access to used services. It is a list 
of services and in detail over a service; it is a configuration wizard for the specific service. An example of the list of 
services can be seen in Figure 3. 
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2.2.10. Profiles Screen Set 
The Profiles Screen Set provides the ability to create, edit and delete Service Profiles and Users Profiles and 
combine them into General Profiles, which will be used in other parts of the application. 
2.2.11. Messaging and Chat Screen Set 
For messaging and chat the screens are similar, showing either the user with whom we communicate or the 
selected profile which will receive the message. A simple example can be seen in Figure 3. The user can select the 
type of communication he wants to use and then already send a message via the selected profile, which can be 
simply changed, but the application remembers the selected profile, so that the user does not have to select the 
profile all over again. 
                         
Figure 3: Introduction Screen example & List of services example  & Messaging example 
2.2.12. Calendar Screen Set 
The Calendar Screen Set allows the user to browse calendars from the various integrated services and share the 
common unified calendar as a system calendar for the specific mobile operating system. 
2.2.13. Contacts Screen Set 
The Contacts Screen Set lists all the available contacts from various services, allows the user to merge them and 
add more information to the contacts. Listing through the contacts can display the user all the profiles the contact is 
attached to and allow him to start communicating directly with the selected contact. 
2.3. Extensibility 
The application can be simply extended by other services thanks to the implementation of the Adapter and 
Façade design patterns. One only needs to develop a module for a specific service that abides by the rules defined by 
the Service Adapter. 
3. Conclusion 
Based on the results of a questionnaire, we have proposed an application that integrates several communication 
services into a single application for a mobile device. This is very useful for students and people working in 
educational environments, because it simplifies and through application profiles provides effective communication. 
In educational environments this can be very useful for teachers to be able to get information to their students and 
communicate with them instantly when working on a project for example. The application design is not limited to 
any operating system or device and the application can be simply extended by adding a service module. 
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